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Abstract
In 1979, Campbell and Meyer proposed the problem of finding a formula for the Drazin inverse of a
2 × 2 matrix M =
[
A B
C D
]
in terms of its various blocks, where the blocks A and D are required to be
square matrices. Special cases of the problems have been studied. In particular, a representation of the Drazin
inverse of M , denoted by MD , has recently been obtained under the assumptions that C(I − AAD)B = O
and A(I − AAD)B = O together with the condition that the generalized Schur complement D − CADB be
either nonsingular or zero. We derive an alternative representation for MD under the same assumptions, but
with the condition on the Schur complement in the hypothesis replaced by the condition thatR(CAAD) ⊂
N(B) ∩N(D), where R(·) andN(·) are the range and null space of a matrix.
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1. Introduction
Let A be a square complex matrix. The Drazin inverse [1,4] of A is the unique matrix satisfying
AkADA = Ak, ADAAD = AD, AAD = ADA,
where k = Ind(A) is the index of A, the smallest nonnegative integer k such that rank(Ak+1) =
rank(Ak). It is known that AD always exists and that AD = A# (the group inverse) if and only if
Ind(A)  1. It is obvious that AD = A−1 for Ind(A) = 0. We denote by Aπ = I − AAD , where
I is the identity matrix, the projection on N(Ak) along R(Ak), where R(·) and N(·) are the
range and the null space of a matrix, respectively.
Properties of the Drazin inverse and its applications to singular differential equations and
singular difference equations, to Markov chains and iterative methods, to structured matrices, and
to perturbation bounds for the relative eigenvalue problem can be found in [3–5,14,15]. In [4,
p. 139], Campbell and Meyer posed the following open problem: find an explicit representation for
the Drazin inverse of a 2 × 2 block matrix M =
[
A B
C D
]
in terms of the blocks of the partition,
where the blocks A and D are assumed to be square matrices. The motivation for this open
problem is the desire to find general expressions for the solutions of the second-order system of
the differential equations
Ex′′(t) + Fx′(t) + Gx(t) = 0,
where the matrix E is singular. The detailed discussion of the importance of the problem together
with the prerequisite mathematical definitions needed for its statement can be found in [3,9].
Several special cases of the open problem have been studied. Some of them are listed below:
(i) rank(M) = rank(A) and Ind(A) = 0 (see [4, Theorem 7.7.6]);
(ii) B = O (or C = O) (see [8,11]);
(iii) BC = O, DC = O, and BD = O (see [6]);
(iv) BC = O, DC = O (or BD = O), and D is nilpotent (see [9]);
(v) AπB = O, CAπ = O, and D − CADB is either nonsingular or zero (see [12,13]);
(vi) AAπB = O, CAπB = O, and D − CADB is either nonsingular or zero (see [9]);
(vii) A and D are same size, and D = GH such that HC = O (see [7]).
The generalized Schur complement D − CADB plays an important role in the representations
for MD in case (vi). However, to the best of our knowledge, it is still an open problem to find
an explicit formula for MD if A−1 exists and the Schur complement D − CA−1B is a nonzero
singular matrix. Note that if A is nonsingular then the conditions AAπB = O and CAπB = O
automatically hold. Hence it would be interesting to find a formula for the Drazin inverse MD
under the assumptions that AAπB = O and CAπB = O but without any restrictions on the Schur
complement.
In Section 2, we derive an explicit expression for MD assuming that AAπB = O and CAπB =
O and one further condition, that R(CAAD) ⊂N(B) ∩N(D). Additional formulae for MD
are given in three corollaries in Section 3. The connection of our formulae to those appearing in
some of the above special cases is also explored. A numerical example to illustrate our results
follows.
Before proceeding to the next section, we note that the following result from [10] will come
in handy in the proof of our main theorem.
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Lemma 1.1 (see [10]). Let P and Q be square matrices of the same order. If PQ = O and P is
nilpotent with p = Ind(P ), then
(P + Q)D =
p−1∑
i=0
(
QD
)i+1
P i.
2. Main result
Theorem 2.1. Let M =
[
A B
C D
]
, where A ∈ Cm×m and D ∈ Cn×n. If
AAπB = O, CAπB = O, BCAAD = O, and DCAAD = O, (2.1)
then
MD =
[
Im A
πBDD
CAD In − CADBDD
] [
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]{[
Im O
O In
]
+
p−1∑
i=1
[
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]i [
Hi AA
DBDi−1Dπ
DDDCAi−1Aπ O
]}
, (2.2)
where p = Ind(A) + Ind(D) + 1, and
Hi =
{
O if i = 1,
AADBDπ
(
CAi−2Aπ +∑i−2q=1 DqCAi−2−qAπ) if i  2. (2.3)
Proof. Note that the two conditions BCAAD = O and DCAAD = O in (2.1) are together
equivalent to the conditions
BDπCAAD = O, DDπCAAD = O, and DDDCAAD = O.
From the identities AAD + Aπ = Im and DDD + Dπ = In, we obtain the following splitting
M =
[
AAπ BDπ
CAπ DDπ
]
+
[
A2AD BDDD
CAAD D2DD
]
:= P + Q. (2.4)
It is easy to verify from (2.1) that
PQ =
[
BDπCAAD AAπBDDD
DDπCAAD CAπBDDD
]
= O.
Moreover, we claim that PD = O and P is nilpotent. As a matter of fact, we may write
P =
[
AAπ O
CAπ DDπ
]
+
[
O BDπ
O O
]
:= P1 + P2,
with P1P2 = O and P 22 = O. If Ind(D) = 0 then Ind(P ) = Ind(A) + 1. Assume that Ind(D) >
0. Note that AAπ is nilpotent with Ind(AAπ) = Ind(A) since k = Ind(A) is the smallest nonneg-
ative integer such that (AAπ)k = O. For the same reason, DDπ is nilpotent with Ind(DDπ) =
Ind(D). It follows by induction on s that
P s1 =
⎡
⎣ A
sAπ O
CAs−1Aπ +
s−1∑
q=1
DqDπCAs−1−qAπ DsDπ
⎤
⎦ , for s  1,
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where A0 and D0 are the identity matrices of order m and n, respectively. Then P1 is nilpotent
with the Ind(P1) = Ind(A) + Ind(D) (see [2]).
P i = PP i−11 =
[
AAπ BDπ
CAπ DDπ
]⎡⎢⎣ A
i−1Aπ O
CAi−2Aπ +
i−2∑
q=1
DqDπCAi−2−qAπ Di−1Dπ
⎤
⎥⎦,
for i  2. (2.5)
Thus, P is nilpotent with
Ind(P ) = Ind(P1) + 1 = Ind(A) + Ind(D) + 1.
By applying Lemma 1.1, we obtain
MD = (P + Q)D =
p−1∑
i=0
(QD)i+1P i. (2.6)
Next we will derive a formula for the power of QD . Write
Q =
[
A2AD BDDD
O D2DD
]
+
[
O O
CAAD O
]
:= Q1 + Q2,
with Q1Q2 = O and Q22 = O. Then by applying Corollary 2.1(ii) from [10], we obtain
QD = QD1 + Q2(QD1 )2.
By combining (A2AD)D = AD and (D2DD)D = DD with Ind(A2AD)  1 and Ind(D2DD) 
1, the Drazin inverse of the upper triangular matrix Q1 is obtained (see [4, Theorem 7.7.1])
QD1 =
[
AD AπB(DD)2 − ADBDD
O DD
]
=
[
Im A
πBDD
O In
] [
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]
.
Then
Q2(Q
D
1 )
2 =
[
O O
CAD −CADBDD
] [
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]
.
So QD is given by
QD =
[
Im A
πBDD
CAD In − CADBDD
] [
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]
.
It follows that
(QD)i+1 =
[
Im A
πBDD
CAD In − CADBDD
] [
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]i+1
, for i  0, (2.7)
since DCAD = 0 and[
AD −ADBDD
O DD
] [
Im A
πBDD
CAD In − CADBDD
]
=
[
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]
.
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Now, we further simplify QDP i. Since[
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]
P =
[
AD −ADBDD
O DD
] [
O AADBDπ
DDDC O
]
,
we have
QDP = QD
[
O AADBDπ
DDDC O
]
. (2.8)
Thus, it follows from (2.5) and (2.8) that
QDP i = QDPP i−11 = QD
[
O AADBDπ
DDDC O
]
×
[
Ai−1Aπ O
CAi−2Aπ +∑i−2q=1 DqDπCAi−2−qAπ Di−1Dπ
]
(2.9)
=
⎡
⎣AADBDπ
(
CAi−2Aπ +∑i−2q=1 DqCAi−2−qAπ) AADBDi−1Dπ
DDDCAi−1Aπ O
⎤
⎦ ,
for i  2.
Finally, substituting (2.7) and (2.9) into (2.6) we get the desired result (2.2). 
We can give a geometric interpretation of a sufficient condition for (2.1). The first two conditions
of (2.1) are satisfied if R(B) ⊂ R(Ak), while the last two conditions imply that R(CAAD) ⊂
N(B) ∩N(D).
3. Corollaries
If the assumptions BCAAD = O and DCAAD = O in (2.1) are replaced by the following
stronger ones:
BDπC = O, DDπC = O, and DDDCAAD = O,
then Hi = O in (2.3) for i  1. Thus, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 3.1. Let M =
[
A B
C D
]
, where A ∈ Cm×m and D ∈ Cn×n. If
AAπB = O, CAπB = O, BDπC = O, DDπC = O, and DDDCAAD = O,
then
MD =
[
Im A
πBDD
CAD In − CADBDD
] [
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]
×
{[
Im O
O In
]
+
p−1∑
i=1
[
AD −ADBDD
O DD
]i [
O AADBDi−1Dπ
DDDCAi−1Aπ O
]}
(3.1)
where p = max{Ind(A), Ind(D)} + 1.
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The following corollary could be obtained as a consequence of another result not formulated
in the paper, similar to Theorem 2.1, which could be derived choosing a different splitting from
(2.4).
Corollary 3.2. Let M =
[
A B
C D
]
where A ∈ Cm×m and D ∈ Cn×n. If
CAπA = O, CAπB = O, BDπC = O, BDπD = O, and AADBDDD = O,
then
MD =
⎧⎨
⎩
[
Im 0
0 In
]
+
p−1∑
i=1
[
0 AπAi−1BDDD
DπDi−1CAAD 0
] [
AD 0
−DDCAD DD
]i⎫⎬
⎭
×
[
AD 0
−DDCAD DD
] [
Im A
DB
DDCAπ In − DDCADB
]
,
where p = max{Ind(A), Ind(D)} + 1.
When A is nonsingular, (2.1) reduces to BC = O and DC = O and we obtain the following
new formula for MD as a special case.
Corollary 3.3. Let M =
[
A B
C D
]
, where A ∈ Cm×m and D ∈ Cn×n. If BC = O, DC = O, and
A is nonsingular and Ind(D) > 0, then
MD =
[
Im O
CA−1 In − CA−1BDD
] [
A−1 −A−1BDD
O DD
]
×
⎡
⎣Im p−1∑
i=1
(A−1)iBDi−1Dπ
O In
⎤
⎦ , (3.2)
where p = Ind(D) + 1.
4. Example
Consider a 2 × 2 block matrix M =
[
A B
C D
]
, where
A =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0 1 −1 1
0 1 −1 1
0 1 −1 1
0 0 0 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , B =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
2 −2
2 −2
2 −2
2 −2
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , C =
[
1 1 −1 0
−1 1 1 0
]
,
D =
[
1 −1
0 0
]
.
The representations of MD in the literature (such as [9]) fail to apply because the generalized
Schur complement D − CADB =
[−1 1
−2 2
]
is a nonzero singular matrix. Eq. (3.1), on the other
hand, gives the exact value of MD:
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MD =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−8 0 8 1 −2 2
−8 0 8 1 −2 2
−8 0 8 1 −2 2
−8 0 8 1 −2 2
−10 0 10 1 −3 3
−12 0 12 1 −4 4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
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